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ABSTRACT
PRAGYA SHARMA
USING FACIAL FEATURES TO PRODUCE AN AUGMENTED REALITY
SYSTEM
Under the direction of Anthony Choi, Ph.D.
In the following work, an augmented reality system is proposed that takes the
gaze of the eye, along with facial movements for assistance, as an input to allow
the user to interact with a sample menu from a restaurant. Currently, the only
way for a customer to order food at a restaurant is by touching a menu in
person or by having the customer touch a screen. In either instance, the
customer is having to interact with surfaces that are shared by many
individuals, with the risk of contracting any number of illnesses. Such is a
bigger problem when it comes to living through a pandemic, for instance, where
interaction between shared surfaces poses a higher risk of exposure to the
virus.
Using an already trained neural network that incorporates pre-identified facial
landmarks that every user possesses, the program can keep track of the user’s
gaze and show the positions of both the left and right pupils, respectively.
Along with this, the program begins with the user opening their mouth to pass
a certain threshold and starts to read input. The user guides the cursor with
the movement of their face within the green box shown on screen. By stopping
facial movement, the user can select a menu item with the wink of their left
eye.

viii

While conducting tests to see if the program was displaying correct coordinates,
user testing took place and it was found that nine times out of ten, the program
was displaying the correct coordinates. With more practice, the user was able to
get used to using their facial movements to guide the cursor, although the
cursor control speed could be better adjusted for future testing. Along with this,
such exaggeration of facial movements could be adjusted so that the user does
not feel awkward utilizing the system.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
As we move closer and closer to a fast-paced, technology-driven society, we
see that every aspect of our lives is encompassed by being linked to something
larger. We, as humans, are interconnected in a web of ever-changing information
accessible at any given point in time, anywhere on the planet. Our sole motive for
such a society is faster communication, efficiency for completing tasks required by
this environment, and the ability to transfer and access this information with ease.
Because of this, we have reached a point where technology is not something merely
complicated and only accessible to those who are willing to pay absurd amounts of
money; it is something bought by all and now, also worn by all. Wearable technology
has made a great appearance in recent years, and with the looks of it, it is surely
here to stay.
Every day, we see new fitness trackers that are becoming increasingly accurate with
tracking body vitals, Bluetooth earpieces shrinking but making communication grander
and easier, and smart watches that now serve as computers on the wrist entering the
market. The idea of wearable computing dates to the 1940s, where this idea was merely a
vision of Vannevar Bush. Since this time, technologists and engineers have made it their
life’s work to make such technology an extension of our bodies, augmenting us in ways that
we usually see in Sci-Fi films [24].
Not only this, but such technology can also provide those with disabilities with an
equal opportunity in life. Those who are hard of hearing now have access to technology that
is based around using their eyesight and eye tracking as the main source of input for
information, just as someone who can use their mouse as the primary source of input. Along
1

other lines, those who are visually challenged can use their voices as the main source of
input and still be a contributing factor to the success of a society. And those who have
multiple disabilities have access to technology that can combine multiple sources of input
and allow the users to have an equal opportunity at accessing and transmitting information
across society, such as using facial gestures to interact with technology. However difficult
the disability may seem, technology is evolving at a rate that allows everyone a chance to be
interconnected and have access to information across the world, at the tip of their fingers.
Although this may be the case, it is still found that other sources of input are not as
superior as the standard input for interaction: mouse interaction [25]. With this being said,
it is still a better alternative for those who are unable to use mouse interaction.
Smartphones, nowadays, are developed with many features that allow all users, including
those with disabilities, easier access to information. For example, using speech-to-text to
allow those who are unable to use primary input, touch, and instead interact with
technology using just their voice. As years pass, such technology seems to be improving and
becoming more efficient so that such differences can be overlooked and no longer compared
to what is considered the “norm.” And such technology would not be made possible without
computer vision and its ability to transform the technological era with its evolution and
incorporation into our daily tasks.
Computer Vision
Simply put, computer vision is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) that allows
any computerized system to be able “to derive meaningful information from digital images,
videos, and other visual inputs- and take actions or make recommendations based on that
information” [36]. Computer vision allows computers to see, and then understand what it is
they are seeing.
2

Using copious amounts of data, the system can be trained using a series of
algorithms to be able to recognize images that it is presented. Using a “model” that is
created by the user, the computer processes this large amount of data and tries to
essentially “look” at it and teach itself what exactly it is seeing, from one image to another.
The computer can do accomplish this by incorporating two crucial technological aspects,
deep learning, and a convolution neural network (CNN). Deep learning, a subset of
Machine learning, is a function of AI that seeks to imitate the way a human brain can
process data and use its learnings to then make decisions. A CNN, on the other hand, helps
the model “look” at the images by breaking them down into small elements, pixels, and give
them labels that it then uses to perform convolutions – “a mathematical operation on two
functions to produce a third function” [36]. After these convolutions are made, the model
then makes predictions about what it is that it is “seeing.”

Figure 1: Sample CNN for Image Processing
The CNN above is a sample neural network for image processing, where it is
composed of an input layer, two convolution layers, two sub-sampling layers, and a fully
connected multilayer perceptron (MLP). An MLP is a subset of a classical feedforward
artificial neural network (ANN). They are the most basic of most deep neural networks
(DNN), consisting of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The method in
which the computer can discern and make out the images is remarkably like the way
3

humans make out an image, with the CNN filling in the distinct edges and simple shapes
and then filling in the rest with the information it receives from its predictions.

Figure 2: Architecture of a Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network
Just like this CNN, there are many others that are modified for their specific uses.
For example, another CNN could be incorporated to identify animals in a picture and tell
the user what animal is in the picture. This model is then trained with many pictures of
animals, each different in its composition so that the model can have the highest accuracy
of predictions. In the image below, this model is trained with a large database of pictures of
animals. The image map with numbers is what the computer sees versus what humans see
when they classify what it is they are looking at a certain time.

Figure 3: Image Classification CNN
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Face Detection Algorithms
Facial recognition is a technique a computer uses “to identify or verify a person or an
object through images” (Nicolas). Facial recognition allows the computer to identify
distinctive features of human faces either from videos or images, and even identify different
features on different people. It is a subset of computer vision, since it allows the computer
application to essentially “see” and decipher what it is seeing when given pictures of human
faces the application is not familiar with. Facial recognition has been around for quite a
while, although it was mostly utilized by the army in its beginnings.
Although facial recognition is the first step in using facial gestures as an input, it is
important that the system be capable of both detecting and extracting faces from original
images. For this to be done, there are many different algorithms that can detect faces. The
first of these algorithms is the Haar-cascade classifier, invented by Viola and Jones, that
trains a model to detect objects in a picture, and in this case, it is trained to detect faces.
When it comes to training, the Haar-cascade classifier is trained using a series of positive
and negative pictures, a picture containing the object, in this case a face, that it needs to
recognize versus a picture that does not contain any recognizable attributes, respectively.
Since this is the case, this classifier requires pictures in grayscale, since it is the intensity
of the gray that is used to detect which feature is represented within the image. A Haarcascade classifier typically needs to be trained only once (Nicolas).

5

Figure 4: The 5 Haar-like features for detecting faces
Another face detection algorithm is the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG).
This method also requires the image to be in grayscale since each pixel of the image is
represented by an integer and each pixel gets compared with its neighbors. The main goal
of this algorithm is to find the direction in the image where the picture is getting darker,
and the small the number of the pixel, the darker it is, and a white arrow is drawn to
represent just that. With this completed, there are too many details to differentiate, and
another step must take place to omit any extraneous details. The next step is to divide the
pictures into squares of size 16x16 pixels and “count how many times each direction has
been discovered beforehand, and only one arrow is drawn in the square with the direction
which was the most frequently found” (Nicolas). This step is then completed in each block of
the picture, so that a better representation of the face can be seen. This method can be used
for one or several faces in a single image.

6

Figure 5: HOG Face Detection Example
Current Technology Revolving around Facial Gestures
Currently, there is not much technology on the market that revolves around using
solely facial features as an input. With this being said, however, there is prior research that
has proven facial features can indeed be used as an input. Mostly, this research is done to
allow assistance to those that may be physically disabled or require other assistance when
it comes to using technology. There is current technology that is based on assisting those
with special needs, and “most of [these] assistive devices are based on the subject head
movements and required to wear a relatively complex piece of equipment on their head,
face, etc.” [37].
Daily, there is an increase in the use of facial recognition devices, such as those
found at airports to provide a new level of security with both ease and accuracy. Since this
is the case, facial expressions, gestures, and body movements are becoming increasingly
popular when it comes to using them as a new source of input. Not only this, but image
processing also allows for the increase of overriding traditional input methods. By having a
large dataset of images that the model is trained via, devices can become increasingly
accurate when it comes to identifying any given face, and with that, being able to identify
the key facial features needed to control the device.
7

Moving along, Google has recently announced that there will be a series of shortcuts
and switches available for assistive technology on their devices. These features will use the
devices’ front-facing camera to detect the following: a smile, raised eyebrows, an open
mouth, looking left, right, up, or down and another series of facial gestures. Using each of
these expressions, they will be assigned to complete a respective task and the user is able to
assign expressions to tasks based on their liking.

Figure 6: Facial Gesture Powered Devices
This is not the only place facial gestures are utilized. For instance, Snapchat, one of
the most popular social media platforms where users interact with other users by simply
taking a selfie, has revolved around facial feature recognition since its infancy. The
application uses a series of machine learning to pinpoint essential facial features of the
respective user and allows them to interact with the application in terms of using filters
and lenses. With this, Snapchat has surely given rise to facial recognition popularity
amongst the social media industry.

8

Facial Gesture Methods
Face detection is the backbone of facial recognition which is needed for facial gesture
recognition. Some say that when it comes to face detection algorithms, they “are categorized
into two main categories, the feature-based approach and the image-based approach” [30].
Both these approaches are used in their respective manners to yield the highest efficiency
and accuracy for the problem they are used for. For feature-based approach, the algorithm
finds invariant features of the face that can thereby be used for detection. On the other
hand, image-based approach is reliant on machine learning, meaning that the model is
trained so that it can find relevant and common characteristics of both face and non-face
images. Facial features, such as eyebrows, smiles, and hair line are extracted using edge
detectors. Feature-based models are easy to implement, whereas image-based models are
much more complicated, which makes them more difficult to implement.
For feature-based approach, the features that the model identifies can range from
edge detections to color and skin detections. With this, other features detected can also
include the curvature of one’s smile, or the distance between one’s eyes and other facial
features. These can later help detect what it is that the model is seemingly “looking at” and
allow for more accuracy in the future.

Figure 7: Feature locations using Feature-Based Approach
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Image-based approach, on the other hand, is known to be much more accurate and
efficient, which is why it is referred to as the best approach for facial detection. Along with
this, since image-based approach is based on machine learning, i.e., a model must be
trained with countless images to provide utmost accuracy, there are many datasets that are
open for use, such as the MIT dataset (training set has 2429 faces ad 4548 non-faces, while
test set has 472 faces and 23,573 non-faces), FERET database (consists of 14,051 eight-bit
gray-scale human heads in three different views), and many others that allow for the easy
training of models, either already developed or those that are purely in their infancy.
No matter what method is used, there will almost always be errors when it comes to
face detection, and thereby errors in using facial gestures as an input as opposed to
traditional methods. Image features, for instance, could be corrupted, have too much noise
to decipher, or occlusion may be prevalent. Along with this, shadows and lighting can
strongly affect outcomes and can weaken the model when it comes to identifying feature
boundaries. In image-based approach, since a neural network is trained using countless
images, the image size may be reduced, and the image may be compressed so that training
the model with so many images does not slow down its efficiency and could thereby not be
as accurate [31].
Current Technology revolving around Gaze Tracking
Although most of the research conducted was to use facial recognition and facial
gestures as an input to interact with the system, it was still important to see other methods
of input as a comparison basis, such as gaze tracking. Gaze tracking allows the user to
essentially use their eyes and interact with an application with simply their eyes, using the
smooth movement of their gaze as a means of controlling the cursor. With this being the
case, currently there are not enough devices on the market that use gaze tracking as the
10

primary, or even in most cases, as the secondary input of interaction. There are many,
however, concepts of technology that serve the user with ease of interaction using just their
eyes. These concepts, as interesting as their specifications and features sound, are
expensive and most of the time available to only high-end businesses rather than the
public. For instance, Microsoft has developed a pair of glasses that combines both our
reality with augmented reality, producing an interactive interface revolving around mixed
reality. The optics are see-through holographic lenses that allow the users to interact both
with the internet and their surroundings in real-time, with the glasses themselves posing
as a “self-contained computer with Wi-Fi connectivity” [19]. As interesting as these glasses
are with their capabilities allowing the user to interact with holograms and images
instantaneously, they are quite expensive, with the newest pair costing around $3500.

Figure 8: Microsoft HoloLens 2
With such advancements in technology occurring daily, it would be a benefit for
society to be able to develop such devices for an ease of accessibility and productivity. Every
device that consists of eye tracking capabilities, even if not the most accurate, is very costly
to not only produce, but also for the public to consume. Along with this, most of the time,
the eye tracking technology included is extremely limited and sometimes even inaccurate,
which poses the following question: Is it even worth exploring? The answer is yes. As we
move into such a fast-paced society, we are trying to find ways to stay connected, both
11

easily and efficiently. And it seems as if using technology that adds functionalities, such as
both eye tracking and voice control, allows us to do just that.
Along the same lines, billion-dollar companies like Google have also introduced their
own version of “smart glasses.” Back in 2014, Google Glass was introduced and designed
for what are known as micro-interactions. A lightweight and head-mounted computer
consisting of several sensors, such as an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a magnetometer,
Google Glass is “capable of superimposing virtual content such as text and images onto the
user’s field of view (FOV)” [17]. Such technology, as seen in these smart glasses, allows the
user to map their world in real-time while also augmenting it with features that are
typically found in smartphones, such as photo and video capturing, receiving, and sending
messages and emails, and even GPS navigation. In these smart glasses, however, eye
tracking is neither the only nor the primary source of input. In this case, voice control
(speech recognition) is used as a major method of user interaction with the glasses. Without
both inputs, it would make it much harder for the wearer to be able to access all its
functionalities with the ease of use that is seen with multiple sources of input [17].
The remainder of this thesis will be presented in 5 chapters and an appendix that
goes through, in detail, the background knowledge for gaze tracking one may be interested
in. Chapter 2 will be a literature review of the current research revolving around facial
recognition: its inner workings, methods, and applications. In Chapter 3, the techniques
that were used for facial recognition and gesture control via facial features for this system
will be discussed. Chapter 4 will present the results of the system. And finally, Chapter 5
will be a simple comparison and contrast of the results and will include recommendations
for further research and development of the system.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
As we get closer and closer to a future mostly seen in science fiction movies or read
about in futuristic novels, facial recognition seems to be increasingly included in different
types of technology, whether it be at the airport or in the palm of our hand. Every day, we
see the adoption of such technology occur more into our society, with applications in
healthcare, homes, and businesses. One of the biggest reasons for such integration of face
recognition is ease of use. With a simple stare into the camera, a user can unlock their
phone, while another user is able to board their flight. It is applications like these that
make facial recognition a promising interface between humans and computers.
Face recognition uses and applications span numerous fields and disciplines. This is
“because face recognition, in addition to having numerous practical applications such as
bankcard identification, access control, mugshot searching, security monitoring, and
surveillance system, is a fundamental human behavior that is essential for effective
communications and interactions among people” [38]. Such integration and sudden
progress of face recognition could not be made possible without the active development of
algorithms, the availability of large databases of facial images, and a method for evaluating
the performance of these algorithms. Along with this, since facial recognition is not as
intrusive as other methods of interfacing, such as eye tracking, it “has the benefit of being a
passive, non-intrusive system to verify personal identity in a natural and friendly way”
[38].
Eye tracking, on the other hand, seems to be in its infancy, with most eye tracking
technology still in the hands of large corporations, like Microsoft and Google. With this
being said, eye tracking technology has evolved from when the first eye trackers were
13

originally made. Early eye tracking technology was complicated and characterized as being
too large for its easy incorporation into our lives. Now, however, it seems like eye trackers
today can run on technology that is available in our homes, which “greatly expand[s] the
possible use cases for a more flexible device” [2]. Eye tracking has a large potential to grow
and be incorporated into our lives, from research in academia to marketing, every aspect of
our lives could potentially become easier with its inclusion and ease of accessibility, and
when combined with other methods of input, such as facial recognition, surely has a large
potential to overtake traditional interfaces.
Facial Recognition
Face recognition is defined as a “computer application that is capable of detecting,
tracking, identifying, or verifying human faces from an image or video captured using a
digital camera” [4]. Being able to detect human faces, and after that, being able to identify
distinct features given pictures makes this problem a computer vision problem. Since there
are so many variations from face to face, there is no clear algorithm that can be written by
a computer scientist to be used on a large-scale. Instead, this is where machine learning
comes into play.
To detect faces, there are generally two categories: feature-based approach and
image-based approach. Feature-based methods try to find certain features of the face and
then use them for facial detection. Using computers, the idea is to mimic how humans can
detect faces no matter the pose and lighting conditions. Since this is the case, it seems
appropriate that there be features across pictures that are consistent and the model can
classify them no matter what variations it is faced with. Examples of feature-based
methods include edge detectors that extract common facial features such as eyes, nose, and
mouth and then using these features, the user can build a statistical method that can be
14

used to find a relationship and then identify and verify that a face is indeed in the image it
is presented with. This approach is generally the traditional approach since it is easy to
implement, but that does not mean it is the most accurate. Computers are unable to detect
these features in an image if the image is corrupted in any way, such as noise, awkward
lighting, and any other reason that the model may not be able to decipher the features.
Image-based approach, on the other hand, tries to learn templates from examples in
images it is presented with. Since this is the case, it utilizes machine learning and is most
commonly presented with images that show relevant characteristics of “face” and “no face”
images. Examples of this method include neural networks, such as Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). This method has better
performance and higher efficiency than the feature-based method, but although this might
be the case, it is still quite difficult to implement [39]. Along with this, for the model to keep
its efficiency and accuracy, and since the model uses countless images to train, these
images must be reduced in resolution. Since that is the case, these images become harder
for the model to decipher and in turn, the model is not always as accurate as the user
intends.

Figure 9: Face Detection with CNN
15

Face Recognition Techniques
When it comes to face recognition, there are many different techniques that can be
used, each with their respective advantages and disadvantages. Along with this, each
method has instances where it performs better, whereas there might be other instances
where the method is not an ideal means of interfacing between human and machine. While
looking through the different methods of face recognition, the following were discovered:
eigenfaces (eigenfeatures), neural networks, hidden Markov model, and template matching.
In the following section, each method’s inner working, advantages, and disadvantages are
discussed [39].
When it comes to face recognition techniques, eigenfaces seems to be the most
thoroughly researched. Essentially, this “approach transforms face images into a small set
of characteristics feature images, called “eigenfaces,” which are the principal components of
the initial training set of face images” [39]. After this, recognition occurs by projection of a
new image into a space that consists of the eigenfaces, known as the “face space” and then
“classifying the face by comparing its position in face space with the positions of known
individuals” [39].
Facial Recognition: What are its uses?
Face recognition has its beginnings from back in the 1960s, but now, more than ever
before, it is found in our society across countless devices. With this being said, many agree
that face recognition has numerous uses, and it can help make the world a safer and a more
efficient place. From unlocking our phones to finding missing people, face recognition has
proved that it is surely here to stay. These are just a few ways that face recognition is being
used in our everyday lives, even at the most basic level of us communicating with our
personal devices.
16

Face recognition has many benefits and advantages. Since it can identify criminals,
it can be used to increase security and can therefore lower crime rates and show an overall
decline in crimes statistics. It allows customers to be more efficient when it comes to
shopping in stores, online, or even boarding planes. For instance, instead of having
customers take out their credit card, they can pay with just their face. This could save so
much time when it comes to checking out and boarding airplanes by just showing their face.
It can also be used to track attendance in schools and the workplace without having
someone to do so manually, and instead, that time can be devoted elsewhere.
As good as it sounds, face recognition does have many downsides. Since face
recognition is done purely through taking in an image through a digital camera, many
worry that this may pose as an invasion of privacy. Along with this, even with all the
technology currently on the market, facial recognition is not one-hundred percent accurate
and is still prone to errors and could potentially lead to misidentification of people for
crimes they have not committed. Also, since facial recognition’s basis is a learned model, it
is trained using a large database and then tested using an even larger database. Since this
is the case, storage might be an issue since it requires large datasets for accurate results.

17

Figure 10: Boarding Process using Facial Recognition
It is with all these applications mentioned above that clearly prove the extent to
which facial recognition cannot only help the public, but also those in commercial and
business settings.
Eye Tracking
The invention of the computer in the middle of the last century allowed humans to
perform work at a faster and grander scale than ever before. With millions of instructions
and calculations taking place every second, it was the greatest feat ever accomplished by
man. Now became the only question of what interfaces were needed for users. As progress
took place at an exponential scale, simply typing to interact with computers seemed to curb
the development of human computer interaction (HCI). Instead, more, and new research
took place in the field of HCI, with new input devices being introduced, such as touch
screens, speech interactions, and eye gaze. These inputs were incorporated to allow users to
have a seamless and easy interaction with computers.
Human eyes are the windows to the soul. This is what is believed when eye contact
between humans is established. With all past research pointing to how eye movements are
18

directly correlated to their point of interaction, gaze tracking has opened doors for a new
user interface. It is believed that “eye movements involve elevated levels of cognition and
depend on the current intention of a person, i.e., what she or he is looking at” [7]. Since this
is the case, the following can be concluded for HCI: Since we can control our eyes, we can
therefore use it for output; to establish communication that is almost natural between
humans and computers, the computer needs our gaze direction; by analyzing a person’s eye
gaze, we are able to find out information about the person [7]. It is with all these
conclusions that it makes sense to incorporate gaze tracking as an input for HCI.
Not only can this, gaze tracking, with more development to improve accuracy and
ease, be more convenient of an input than traditional methods. Such systems would not
only benefit the public, but also those with disabilities that prevent them from using
traditional methods of input. A user interface that encompasses gaze tracking as the sole
input has the following benefits: ease of use, interaction speed-up, hygienic interface, safer
interaction. With benefits like these, it seems noteworthy to say that gaze tracking can
surely be the input of the future, but even with these, there lie problems. The ability to
control a user’s interaction with a computer or device cannot be measured to say how much
the user can control their eyes. Unintended movements of the eyes could throw off the
interaction and introduce factors to the interaction that could easily be avoided by using a
different input. Along with this, the device might find it difficult to distinguish differences
between actual user input and natural eye movements, such as purely blinking. There is
not enough research currently conducted that allows gaze-tracking devices to be able to
distinguish such movements. Another problem is fatigue of the eye muscles. Using the
same muscles repeatedly can cause physical problems, such as repetitive strain injury
(RSI), and eye muscles are not immune to problems like this. However, since we do know
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that the eyes move constantly during the REM (rapid eye movement) stage of our sleep, it
might not be a problem.
Applications for Eye Tracking
Through precarious improvements, eye trackers could easily be implemented in
domains where existing methods of input do not prove to help as much. One of these
application domains is market research and advertising testing. One of the biggest fields for
the usage of eye trackers is market research. Eye trackers have a large potential to be used
for advertisements. By being able to pinpoint what exactly engages a prospective client, a
supermarket could easily figure out how to design their store layouts for maximum
engagement and profit purposes.
Another application is usability testing. For example, back in the 1940s, the
American air force used eye trackers to figure “out the best position for the control in an
aircraft cockpit” [7]. With interactions like these, eye trackers prove to be useful for an
array of domains. Along with this, usability research can include how users are engaged by
web pages when it comes to online shopping. This is especially helpful when trying to figure
out the correct placement of the “order now” button for completing an online transaction.
When placed at an optimal location, researchers were able to see a higher number of sales
and vice versa.

Figure 11: Heatmap of User Engagement
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With these applications also lie applications in psychology and vision research. Eye
trackers prove to be a useful “tool for research on vision, perception, cognition, and
psychology” [7]. Being able to examine how the eyes and brain work together could prove to
be valuable when it comes to helping those who have suffered from eye injuries or brain
damage that might have resulted in partial or full loss of vision. Eye tracking could be used
as a tool to monitor how physical rehabilitation might be going for the patient.
It is with all these applications mentioned above that clearly prove the extent to
which eye trackers cannot only help the public, but also those in the fields of healthcare and
commercial and business settings.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
As we move closer and closer to a future that looks identical to one found in sciencefiction movies, it makes sense to incorporate aspects of the human body that allow for an
overall, immersive experience. No longer should tapping screens or scrolling with a mouse
be the only way to interact with technology. As mentioned above, facial recognition and
gesture control allow for an almost smooth interaction with the real world.
It makes sense to allow our facial expressions and movements, since it is how we
interact with our surroundings, to take control. Imagine a world where smart glasses are
not just gadgets, but instead are incorporated into our daily lives, from being used to
identify criminals to easily navigate to unknown areas with the blink of an eye and pulling
up information about landmarks in the area; a seamless integration of the virtual world
with the real world seems almost inevitable.
This chapter provides an outline of the research methodology that was used to
produce an augmented reality system- past research, research approach, the
methodological description, and a description of primary data collection, techniques used for
data analysis, and the results found from these techniques.
Past Research: What has been done so far?
Since the development of early societies, “the task of identifying each individual
consistently and reliably across time and space has been a difficult one even with the most
static of populations” [13]. Being able to identify individuals based on key biometric
features has always been important, such as photograph identification or fingerprinting.
This is especially useful when it comes to law enforcement, such as when identifying
criminals. Moving along, these are not the only methods that have been used for
identification purposes. “Today, there are a variety of commercially available technologies
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that are designed to read the body as a marker of identity: facial recognition as well as
digital fingerprinting, hand geometry, voice recognition, and iris and retina scanning” [13].
Most of these methods, however, are more intrusive, and because of that, are not commonly
used nor are preferred by the general population.
Facial recognition can be traced back to the 1960s, where Panoramic Research, Inc.
in Palo Alto, California conducted research that would later be classified as artificial
intelligence. This research was funded by the US Department of Defense and other
intelligence agencies, where it would be utilized during the Cold War for the United States’
dominance in technological advancement. Facial recognition research was first coined by
Woodrow Wilson “Woody” Bledsoe, who was one of the founders of Panoramic Research.
With this, Bledsoe is also recognized as one of the early researchers in the field of artificial
intelligence.
The increasing prevalence of facial recognition in security technology is largely
attributed to the events of 9/11. This is where many believe that correct and prolonged
utilization of such technology might have prevented such a tragedy. Before this event had
taken place, there was a set of people that believed the deployment of this technology would
cause more harm than help society at the time [9]. But as the years passed, facial recognition
became increasingly incorporated into our lives, and it was found that the positive
outweighed the negative, in most cases relating to security.
Since before the introduction of smart phones and other technology we now take for
granted, eye tracking has been an ever-evolving discipline, with scientists and engineers
finding ways to improve its accuracy and be able to implement it in our daily lives. Its roots
can be traced back to the 19th century, where researchers would study eye movements of
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people reading books by placing a mirror on the book’s pages. Obviously, this was a wildly
inaccurate method, and was highly scrutinized in the ophthalmology community, but it set
up the initial groundwork for what is a highly popular field of study now.
It is considered that French ophthalmologist Louis Emile Javal was “the first
researcher to have described the movement of the eyes during reading” [23]. Before his
experiments, it was believed that when humans read, it is a continuous and linear process,
which was proven to be false. Instead, it was found that the eyes consist of “short rapid
movements (saccades) intermingled with pauses, or short stops of the eyes (fixations) on
concrete elements” [23]. This discovery marked the start of the eye-tracking field, with
increased understanding of how our eyes work being learned with every experiment that
was done.
Research Approach
Prior to starting the development of the actual program, research was conducted to
see what methods of facial detection and eye-tracking were most accurate. In terms of facial
detection, it was found that image-based approach yielded better results and was thereby
picked as the better option for gesture control using facial features. Through careful
research, it was found that most prior eye-tracking research utilized fixations to gather
what it is that the user is looking at. Along with this, it was also found that pupil size is
another aspect that can be measured to see what the user is focused on. Both fixations and
pupil size help with the development of eye-tracking technology, but without the careful
study of visual attention, it is next to impossible to see what facilitates it. The brain
“selectively chooses relevant visual information based on interest – the conscious or
unconscious decision to look at an object – and environment- elements detected through
peripheral vision” [8].
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With this discovery came a few others. Since facial recognition requires a large
database to store millions of pictures of individuals, many people believe this is an invasion
of privacy. These algorithms require training and testing “on large data sets of images,
ideally captured many times under different lighting conditions and at different angles”
[39]. These pictures would be available one click away since the model would require access
to these pictures for quick and efficient recognition. Such technology and access to large
databases strikes many ethical checkpoints, and in the end, has society trying to outweigh
the bad with the good.
Past research on eye-tracking indicates that users are always hesitant when it
comes to modern technology, especially when continued comfort is expressed for already
existing methods. Although this might be the case, with the fast development and
integration of technologies that were initially only found in science fiction movies and
novels, the public seems to be getting better at accepting changes to make our lives easier.
When it comes to figuring out whether a new piece of technology will benefit or harm
society can be found by the data it can gather, and in turn, how that data can be used and
analyzed for the betterment of humanity. For gesture control, this technology has an array
of uses, ranging from business and commercial use to use at home for ease. For eye tracking
technology, “the simple data it collects can lead to important insights you can apply to
design, usability, advertising, and more” [35].
Once this was established, the next step was analyzing what methods are used in
most eye tracking technology. As based on the most accurate and current definition, “eye
tracking is a technological process that enables the measurement of eye movements, eye
positions, and points of gaze” [6]. Most eye tracking technology is mentioned in relation to
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using human-computer interaction and machine learning. This means that without
machine learning, it is nearly impossible to devise a system that would accurately allow a
user to interact with a computer with only the use of their eyes. And since image-based
approach yielded significantly better results in past research, machine learning had to be
used in one way or another.
Since most eye tracking technology has the same basis for exploration, i.e., having a
user interact with a device using the fixations of their pupils, existing methods utilized
neural networks. “Neural networks are a popular method in different machine learning
applications but have not been popular in the eye tracking field” [11]. Some current
methods that exist for eye tracking technology include infrared eye tracking, electrooculography, and convolutional neural networks. Infrared eye tracking, one of the most
popular algorithms, uses an infrared camera that is placed next to a display, while an
infrared light is pointed directly at the eye. With that being said, the light does not disturb
the user, but instead creates reflections so that the software is able to see these reflections
and keep track of where the pupil is looking. Electro-oculography, on the other hand,
measures the electric potential between the front and back of the eye. This is because when
the eyeballs rotate, an electric field is generated and is constantly changing. Electrodes are
placed on the user to measure these changes and amplify them so that they can be analyzed
to figure out the current position of the user’s eyes.
Most of the past research points to using convolutional neural networks as being the
best for face recognition and eye tracking. This is because it is found that “CNN models are
capable of directly mapping image features, such as pupil and glint locations, to gaze points
without the use of hand-engineered features” [1]. Since this is the case, it made sense to
incorporate CNNs to track the user’s eyes and receive the highest accuracy when doing so.
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When it comes to accuracy and prediction error in terms of gaze estimation, accuracy is
usually “reported for classification problems [and] used to measure the percentage of
correctly classified categories,” whereas prediction error is used for regression problems,
i.e., “to predict how well a model predicts the gaze coordinates” [1].
Although CNNs seemed to be the most popular eye tracking methodology, there
were other methods that were also utilized. With this being the case, the general goal of the
eye tracking device is always to extract the user’s gaze coordinates, i.e., where the user’s
gaze is directed. This process, no matter what classification system is used in the
background, almost always uses fixations and saccades. “CNNs are capable of reliably
processing images of low resolution, unlike other model-based approaches that require
high-resolution images for accurate gaze prediction” [1] and image recognition. Because of
this, it makes sense to utilize CNNs for this trait.
CNNs: Simply Explained
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a subcategory of deep learning that are
used in operations that involve computer vision, i.e., where the computer is able essentially
“see” and recognize images based on its learned behavior during the training process of the
model. In a simple CNN, there are about seven steps to accurately identifying an image.
Firstly, the user must input an image, where the model has never been introduced to the
image in the past. One input, the network performs a convolution operation where it gets
an activation map. This step filters out the key features from the image to try and learn
from it. This is done by performing “a dot product between the filter value and the image
pixel values to form a convolution layer” [28]. These values are then updated every time
backpropagation occurs so that the values can be as accurate as possible.
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Once this is done, we then apply a pooling layer so that our model is robust. This
layer seeks to pinpoint the features with a higher impact. After this, an activation function
is applied. This is to avoid nonlinearity and helps to solve diminishing gradient issues.
Once this has been completed, we can add an artificial neural network to the convolutional
neural network. When this is done, the layer is now fully connected and can now “provide a
probability for each class we’re after” [28]. This process is then repeated to get the best
trained weights and feature detectors.
Although this entire process may seem complex, the model is able to complete this
with ease, and depending on how powerful the hardware is, it also allows the process to be
completed that much faster. However, CNNs are still prone to errors, such as overfitting if
they are not correctly supervised. This could be the result of many factors, such as having a
small dataset, having too many layers, which allows the model to over memorize, and other
factors.
Methodological Approach
The problem being solved in this case was to allow people to interact with their
environment without having to touch shared surfaces and having to expose themselves to
various germs and diseases found on these surfaces. This system allows users to order food
items off a menu by simply using their facial expressions, head movements, blinks, and
winks. In a broader sense, this system could easily be implemented in a series of different
settings, ranging from boarding airplanes to using cash registers at stores with just the
movement of their faces in tandem with their eyes.
Facial recognition is becoming an increasingly interesting field in technological
development. Since the dawn of early computers, scientists have always tried to make
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interactions between humans and machines as easy and convenient as possible, especially
for those who are impaired [26]. Whether this interaction consists of using facial
movements or eye tracking, the goal is to provide efficient computer interaction and give
everyone an equal opportunity. Along with this, such technology allows for not only
providing seamless interaction, but also a futuristic outlook on how computers can
ultimately “begin to truly understand people’s thoughts and intentions” [19]. This might
seem to be a trivial task for humans, but for computers, it is particularly challenging.
Increased focus on face detection and gesture control algorithms will allow society to step
closer into a future where this is possible.
Since facial recognition algorithms grow accurately by the day, they are becoming
more prominent in fields such as security and law enforcement, healthcare, banking, and
retail. For instance, biometric scans, such as face matches, have been installed at border
checks to increase security at entrance points and do so with ease. Facial recognition CCTV
systems are becoming increasingly prominent since they help improve public security.
Along with this, facial recognition has also allowed for many health benefits and support.
For instance, it allows to track a patient’s use of medication, helps support pain
management procedures, and much more. Instead of having direct human intervention,
these systems allow treatment of more serious health conditions to be done first and
foremost and secondary issues to be solved with little to no intervention.
Banking and retail, the area “where the use of facial recognition was least expected,”
has a promising future to say the least [8]. Digital account opening has become much
popular these days since it simplifies the onboarding process for all banks. Along with this,
selfie payments using facial recognition are being tested to see how accurate they really are
for future use. Here, we can see that facial recognition and gesture control surely could
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strengthen security and make society seamlessly integrated with new and futuristic
technology.
Currently, eye-tracking is in its infancy, with many big tech companies continuing to
introduce eyeglasses that have interesting capabilities but are not accurate enough nor
compatible to be implemented in our day to day lives without feeling like an external
gadget. With this, small start-ups and many individual researchers are going out of their
way to find new and improved ways of utilizing the eyes as a new form of input, one that is
here to stay, just as the mouse.
Generally, when it comes to eye-tracking, there are many methods that have been
put into practice. There are many diverse types of eye-tracking devices currently available.
These range from head-stabilized eye-tracking, remote eye-tracking, mobile eye-tracking, to
integrated or embedded systems. Head-stabilized eye-tracking “systems utilize some
method of constraining the participant’s head movements, usually via bite-bar or chinrest”
[5]. Remote eye-tracking systems do not require the user to have direct contact with the
system, but instead use a camera that is set up within eye distance to track the user’s eye
movements. In this case, the augmented reality system proposed here is a remote eye
tracking system since it utilizes an HD camera and tracks the location of the user’s eyes
along with the movements of the eye. Mobile eye tracking, on the other hand, consists of the
user having to wear a device, usually eye tracking glasses, which tracks their eye
movements. These are the most common eye-tracking devices currently on the market, with
devices like Microsoft HoloLens and Google Glasses. The last of the several types of eyetracking devices are integrated or embedded systems. These are usually eye-tracking
devices that are “embedded in virtual or augmented reality devices” [6]. In all these devices,
no additional method of input is needed for the user to interact with the interface.
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For this augmented reality system, OpenCV was used. OpenCV is an open-source
library for computer vision, machine learning, and image processing. When combined with
other libraries, such as NumPy, it can complete various numerical operations involving
machine learning. Along with this, an already trained facial landmark model, Dlib’s 68
facial landmark model, was used to pinpoint features of the face that were needed for eye
tracking. Dlib has an already built-in model to detect the face. In this model, the face’s
distinct features, from the eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, and outline of the face are labeled
with numbers from 1 to 68. For our system, the eyes and mouth were needed for the user to
have them as the sole method of input. The eyes are labeled from 37 to 42 and 43 to 48, left
and right respectively. The mouth is labeled from 49 to 68.

Figure 12: 68 Facial Landmark Map
Moving along, for the user’s face to be taken in as input in real time, the webcam
had to be accessed by the program. To ensure highest accuracy, an HD webcam was
utilized, with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels.
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Firstly, the program tells the user where their gaze is directed, i.e., the user is looking to
the right, left, or center, or if the user is blinking. This is computed by locating where each
pupil, left and right, is looking and taking both their x and y-coordinates to identify the
location. The user is “looking right” when the horizontal ratio is 0.0, the user is “looking
left” when the horizontal ratio is 1.0, and “looking center” when the horizontal ratio is 0.5.
Keep in mind that the frame has been flipped, so left is right and vice versa. The
Eye-Aspect-Ratio (EAR) allows the program to detect the user’s blinks and winks. If the
difference in the eye aspect ratios is greater than the difference in the wink ratio, which is
approximately 0.04, then the program will move on to recognize the user’s winks. Firstly, if
the aspect ratio of the right eye is greater than the left, and if the left eye aspect ratio is
less than the eye threshold, which is approximately 0.19, then the wink counter increments
by one, and by doing so, the left button is clicked. On the other hand, if the aspect ratio of
the left eye is greater than the right, and if the right eye aspect ratio is less than the eye
threshold, still approximately 0.19, then the wink counter again increments by one, and by
doing so, the right button is clicked this time. And if none of these conditions are satisfied,
the user is not blinking and there is no increment of the counter.

Figure 13: EAR For Wink and Blink Detection
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Next, the eye aspect ratio is the average of the left eye aspect ratio and the right
aspect ratio, and if it is less than or equal to the eye threshold, which is approximately 0.19,
the eye counter increments by one each time, and scrolling is activated. In simple terms,
this means that if the user is squinting their eyes, the first squint will activate scrolling,
whereas the second squint will deactivate scrolling.
The Mouth-Aspect-Ratio (MAR) allows the user to activate or deactivate control of
the mouse. If the MAR is greater than the mouth threshold, which is approximately 0.6, the
mouth counter increments by one and scrolling is activated. The MAR value increases when
the user’s mouth opens. PyAutoGUI is an open-source library that allows the programmer
to “control the mouse and keyboard to automate interactions with other applications” [36].

Figure 14: Mouth Aspect Ratio
For the system to be as accurate as possible, points of calibration were used to see
how far off the coordinates the program was giving were. These points were red circles of
radius thirty-five, located in five distinct positions: top left, top right, center, bottom left,
and bottom right. Since these points were manually input, meaning that their centers were
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hand-calculated, it was able to determine how accurate the program was at detecting the
user’s gaze. This number was approximately 90% of the time, according to user testing.
Once this was determined, the next step in the program was to design a sample
menu that the user would order food from. This menu consisted of seven breakfast items,
where the user is asked to select three of them. With each menu item is a picture to make it
more user friendly, especially since it is difficult to use eyes to merely select words. While
doing so, time is kept to see how long it takes the user to do so and to determine whether
using eyes as the primary form of input is truly feasible. It is found that the average time
for a user to select three items from the menu is anywhere between three to four minutes.
Data Collection
During the process of testing the system, it was found that the average time it took a
user to select three items from the menu is three and a half minutes. Along with this, a
survey was given to each user. This survey collected mostly qualitative data, ranging from
how smooth the system was, how much effort was required by the system, the operation
speed, general comfort, if any eye fatigue or neck were experienced during operation, if this
system would be used as the primary input instead of traditional input methods, and lastly,
if the system were difficult or easy to use.
After the user completed these questions, they were asked what improvements could
be made to the system to better their experience. The following improvements were
suggested by the participants of the survey: changing the speed of the control of the cursor
so that it moves faster, fixing the gaze threshold so that the response is more accurate, or
using a higher quality camera that would help decrease the necessary distance of each
input. Along with this, the participants were told to elaborate if they chose ‘Strongly
Disagree’ for using eye tracking as a means of primary input instead of traditional inputs.
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The latter part of the survey consisted of collecting the participants’ age, gender,
whether they consider themselves tech savvy, and the number of personal devices they
have that can connect to the internet. This data allowed us to see similarities and
differences span across the sample and any patterns that could be detected. Along with
this, the data can be used in the future to make improvements to the system, thereby
improving its accuracy and efficiency so that one day, it can be used as a traditional method
of input.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
The results from having multiple users run the system are presented in this chapter.
Each user had to look into the camera and start the system by opening their mouth to
surpass the pre-set mouth threshold needed. Once this was done, the system was set to
read input, i.e., the user’s facial movements to drag the cursor to the desired location. The
sample menu consisted of breakfast dishes that are found at most breakfast-serving
locations. They consisted of pancakes, French toast, omelets, oatmeal, potatoes, muffins,
salsa, and yogurt. Each menu item had a corresponding picture so that it would be easier
for the user to use their gaze and facial movements to select what they wanted. Along with
this, each picture was a button, so that when selected, a new window pops up allowing the
user to know that they have selected that respected menu item.

Figure 15: Breakfast Menu
It was found that each user was able to select one item within thirty to forty-five
seconds and was able to select three or more items within three and a half minutes or more.
With a faster cursor control speed, the user could easily select multiple items within under
two minutes, which would certainly allow this augmented reality system to be implemented
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at restaurants. The gaze coordinates were accurate once correct calibration had taken
place. For calibrating, five separate points were placed at five separate locations with equal
distancing: left, center, right, bottom left, and bottom right. Each point had a radius of
thirty-five pixels and was red to allow the user to see it easily to allow for a smooth
calibration process.
With the closing of the experiment, the users were asked to complete a survey. This
survey consisted of mostly qualitative questions that allowed for feedback to better the
system. Every participant that utilized the system somewhat agreed that they would use
this system instead of traditional input methods. Fifty percent of participants agreed that
the smoothness during operation was somewhat smooth, while the other half believed it
was somewhat rough. Along with this, half the participants agreed that there was
somewhat high effort required to operate the system, whereas the other half seemed
neutral to it. All participants agreed that the operation speed was somewhat acceptable.

Figure 16: Question Survey
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Fifty percent of participants agreed that the general comfort during the usage of the
system was somewhat unacceptable, whereas twenty-five percent agreed that the operation
speed was very acceptable, while the rest of the participants remained neutral. Fifty
percent of participants experienced very low eye fatigue, while twenty-five percent
experienced somewhat high eye fatigue, while the rest of the participants remained neutral.
The same can be said about the participants when it comes to neck fatigue. Overall, the
participants agreed that the system was somewhat easy to use.

Figure 17: Question 3 Survey
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Figure 18: Question 4 Survey
When it came to the improvements that could be made, the most common answer
was to change the cursor control speed so that it could move faster and allow the user to
select the menu items in a smaller period. Another recommendation was to use a higher
quality camera that would decrease the necessary distance of each input. And while doing
this, the camera could be tested to see what the ideal distance would be to have the
smoothest operation of the system.
Once these questions were answered by the user, the survey consisted of demographical
information, ranging from age, gender to if the user considered themselves tech savvy with
how many personal devices they have that can connect to the internet.
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Figure 19: Question 5 Survey

Figure 20: Question 6 Survey
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Figure 21: Question 7 Survey

Figure 22: Question 8 Survey
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Figure 23: Question 9 Survey
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion and Recommendations for the Future
Conclusion
Overall, the augmented reality system produced reliable results to be implemented
in the real world. The system utilized an already-trained neural network that used a preset dataset of pre-identified facial landmarks. Using this, the system allowed the user to
select a menu item off a sample breakfast menu consisting of eight items with
corresponding pictures. The system also consisted of letting the user know where they are
looking at a certain point and shows the coordinates of both the left and right pupils. It also
tells the user whether they are blinking in real time, and nine times out of ten, it was
accurate.
With the actual facial features system, the user was able to start the system with
the opening of their mouth to surpass a certain threshold. Once this was reached, the
system was ready to receive additional input, such as the movement of the face, either left,
right, up, or down. By doing so, the user was able to control the cursor and hover over what
they wanted to select off the menu. Each menu item had a corresponding picture and was a
button to make selection easier. Winking the left eye served as a left click, while winking
the right eye served as the right click. Once the user selected what menu item they wanted,
they received a pop-up window notifying them of their respective selection.
The augmented reality system was able to accomplish its goal of allowing a user to
select a menu item with just the gaze of their eyes and the movement of their facial
features. In the future, however, some changes could surely be made to allow for efficiency
and smoothness during operation of the system. These changes include changing the speed
of the cursor. Also, the reason for the slowness and lag of the system could be because the
interfacing between the facial landmark processing and using it to control the cursor was
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not in fast synchronization. This was due to the laptop that this code was running on since
the processor was not as powerful as the desktop it was initially tested on. In order to run
the code at highest efficiency and best performance, it was run on a desktop with the
following specifications: AMD Ryzen 5 3600 GHz processor with 12 cores, GTX 1650TI GPU
with 16 GB RAM, 512 MB SSD M.2 4-channel for high-speed processing, and 1 TB hard
drive.
Along with this, the system could be changed so that the user does not need to
exaggerate their facial expressions in order to interact with the system. This augmented
reality system could easily be implemented at restaurants and allow for germ-free selection
of food items.
Recommendations for the Future
As we move closer to a futuristic society encompassed with technology that is found
in most science-fiction novels, we can deduce that facial recognition and gesture control will
surely be integrated with other forms of biometric identification, such as eye tracking for
instance. With this, worrying about security is surely a thing of the past. Although facial
recognition consists of a large dataset of stored pictures, with correct security measures,
such as two-factor authentication and tracking of IP addresses of the devices being used,
invasion of privacy will no longer be a threat.
In the future, we will start to see facial recognition and eye tracking as “a standard
features of a new generation of smartphones, laptops, and desktop monitors setting the
stage for a huge reevaluation of the way we communicate with devices—or how they
communicate with us” [26]. Since this will be the case, better hardware for running eye
tracking software will be needed. Big tech companies like NVIDIA have gotten involved
with developing GPUs that will allow for faster running of the software, especially when it
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comes to image recognition.
Moving along, past, and recent studies have shown how much users utilize their facial
features and eyes to better interact with their environment, such as when it comes to
virtual reality. When it comes to simulations or interacting with virtual worlds, “eye
tracking can enable gaze aware objects, where game objects or characters will react to the
gaze of the player to make the simulation more realistic” [34]. As we move closer and closer
into an era in which interacting with our virtual world is almost identical as interacting
with the real world, games and other interfaces will start to “take into account one of the
most powerful interaction methods we as humans have, our eyes” [34].
Efficient and accurate facial recognition and eye tracking technology will also
improve the medical community. This technology, even today, is being used to administer
and test symptoms for illnesses, “ranging from simple concussions to Alzheimer’s disease
and dyslexia, and to help treat children with autism” [34]. Along with this, doctors will be
able to utilize this technology in order to better assess their patients, and with that, there is
less room for error.
As facial recognition improves in terms of accuracy and ease of use, it will be incorporated
into most aspects of our lives. Since this will be the case, it will have a significant impact on
our productivity. Facial recognition and gesture control will allow us to interact with the
digital world in a similar sense as we interact with the physical world, and the line between
the two will be almost seamless.
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Gaze Tracking Background
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Anatomy of the Eye
To understand how gaze tracking works, one must become familiar with how the eye
functions. The premise of which eye tracking is founded is the human visual system. To be
able to replicate the human visual system and give computers the same ability will allow
humans to interact with computers in the same manner that we interact with other
humans. Simply put, humans communicate with eye contact. Now passing this distinct
attribute to computers, “they will be able to function in a more human-like manner” [8].
The eye is made up of two major cells: rod cells and cone cells. Rod cells are the
photoreceptors of the eyes, located outrebounds of the retina. They are sensitive to light
levels and help us see in low light. They are also responsible for giving us peripheral vision
and are up to 1,000 times more sensitive to cones. Cones, on the other hand, give us our
color vision and minute details and are in the center of the retina, in a region known as the
fovea. There are three types of cone cells: red-sensing cones (make up about 60%), greensensing cones (make up about 30%), and blue-sensing cones (make up the last 10%). There
are about 120 million rods and 6 million cones in our eyes.

Figure 24: Eye Anatomy
The fovea is the region of the eye where the visual acuity is the highest, and as you
move farther away from it, vision capabilities decrease which is where we get our
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peripheral vision from. For the eye to process detailed visual information, it must move.
There are three key movements of the eye: fixations, saccades, and smooth pursuit.
Fixations are what occur when the eye stops and fixates on a particular area to gather
visual data. So, the longer the fixation, the more information is processed. Saccades are
essentially “jumps” that occurs between two fixations, so basically when the eye moves from
one area of fixation to the next. Smooth pursuit is the steady eye movement that occurs
when the eye follows an object in motion.
Eye Tracking: What can it tell us?
When it comes to the brain picking what aspects of its environment it should
process, it “chooses relevant information based on interest and environment” [8]. Interest
could be the conscious or unconscious decision to look at an object, whereas the
environment includes those elements that may be picked up through peripheral vision. Eye
tracking can be used to tell us an array of information that could otherwise not be picked up
with traditional methods of user interactions.
Gaze tracking can tell us a lot of information about how a user interacts with their
environment. From seeing what design elements draw a user’s attention to what content is
most relevant to their search, a user’s gaze can be helpful in identifying how to advertise
properly. Along with this, we can find out what a user might find engaging and what a user
might find confusing to further develop and improve a company’s website, for example. A
heat map could also be applied to see what the user fixates their gaze on first and where
the user might look for valuable information. A company might be able to engage its
customers and prove them with the best possible experience [35] properly and efficiently.
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With this, eye tracking can be used for both quantitative and qualitative research.
For qualitative research purposes, eye tracking can be used for behavior interpretation,
usability research, and retrospective interviews. Eye tracking usage for quantitative
research, on the other hand, could be used for stimuli-given experiments or medical settings
to see how a user responds to certain given criteria [35]. For these purposes, eye tracking
can surely be applied to aid in both business and healthcare settings and provide the most
optimal results.
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APPENDIX B
Gaze Tracking Methods
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Gaze Tracking Methods
Current eye tracking technology is driven mostly by equipment that can provide the
coordinates of the user’s eye-gaze on a computer screen. Often, this is the goal of the
equipment, in each case, the equipment that is used is starkly different. For instance, one
of the most common ways of developing a system for eye tracking is using a webcam due to
its low price and easy availability. Because of this, even tech enthusiasts can create and
operate their own eye tracking system from the comfort of their home. Although this might
be the case, “the accuracies of eye tracking and eye movement analysis are largely limited
by the quality of the webcam videos” [19]. Some past research conducted has shown that
the addition of neural networks, specifically convolutional neural networks (CNNs), can be
applied to this model and then thereby “trained for eye feature point detection” [19]. In
plain language, instead of using low-quality cameras to try and pinpoint the iris with low
accuracy, several feature point detections on the eye can be used side-by-side with a neural
network so that the same cameras can be used, but now we are not just dependent on the
iris and instead can use multiple areas of interest on the eye to track the user’s gaze.
Although this might be the case, webcams still do not allow the user to be able see the pupil
and the glint of the user’s eye. The different feature detections for the eye that are used in
this approach include the following: inner corner, outer corner, the center of the upper
eyelid, the center of the lower eyelid, and the center of the iris [19].
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Figure 25: Eye Feature Points
To be able to detect each of the eye’s feature points, a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) was used, where the activation function was the ReLU (Rectified Linear Units).
Here, two max-pooling layers and three convolutional layers were used, along with one
input layer and one output layer.

Figure 26: Architecture of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
In order to correctly classify eye movement and location of the eyes, the above CNN
was “designed to extract more expressive eye movement features for recognizing activities
from the eye movement signals” [19]. These eye movement signals include the following:
vertical relative displacement (VRD) of left iris center, horizontal relative displacement
(HRD) of left iris center, vertical relative displacement of right iris center, horizontal
relative displacement of right iris center, variation of open width (OW) of left eye, and
variation of open width of left eye. Although these six signals can be used to identify the
eyes, it is not always the most accurate. These signals are easily corrupted by inferior
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quality of images, head movement, any abnormal eye models. To improve this and denoise
the results, an average filter with a length of 5 had been utilized.
Overall, for the experiments that were conducted, it seems as if the neural network
was trained to perform its best with the data it was given for training. When it came to
reading, the precision rate of the feature was 87.5%, the highest in any category for all the
experiments that had been conducted at the time using this neural network. This is
because reading is the most distinctive of the features, and the characteristics are more
obvious than in other instances.
Although this might be the case for this instance, it is not always the case. With
modern technology come new challenges. “Using gaze information as a form of input poses
challenges based on the nature of eye movements and how we humans use our eyes in
conjunction with other motor actions” [16]. These challenges revolve around the fact that
the technology that is used for this new input might not be as accurate as needed. For
instance, gaze tracking using a webcam of a high resolution might pose more accurate
results as compared to using a low-quality camera. Because of such variables, it seems
almost incessant that algorithms that allow for accurate user interaction with these new
inputs be improved at fast rates.
There are two types of eye movements: fixations and saccades. In simple terms, a
fixation is when the eye is fixed at a point and rests there. A saccade, however, is the
movement of the eye that occurs between two fixations. Both fixations and saccades can
never truly be stable and smooth, which is why it is impossible to develop gaze-tracking
technology without a “noisy gaze signal.” Often, to be able “to smooth the data from the eye
tracker in real-time, it is necessary to determine whether the most recent data point is the
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beginning of a saccade, a continuation of the current fixation or an outlier relative to the
current fixation.” With the application of this algorithm, it was found that the “saccade
detection and smoothing algorithm significantly improved the reliability of the results” [16].
To compare these results, a Kalman filter, without this algorithm, had been applied on the
raw data to be able to smooth the saccade intervals for another part of the study. It was
found that the smoothed saccade algorithm produced higher quality gaze signals as
compared to the Kalman filter. With this, the algorithm also increased the reliability of
these signals, which could then, in turn, be used on the real-time eye-tracking data.

Figure 27: Saccade Detection vs. Kalman Filter vs. Raw
Past research has shown that, when combined with another form of input that
should, in theory, assist eye-tracking users, hinders its performance, and leads to errors.
This might be because there is “a failure of synchronization between gaze and triggers”
[16]. When put to test, there were three errors that had been found: tracking errors, earlytrigger errors, and late-trigger errors. Tracking errors occur because of the eye tracker’s
accuracy. This could be because the tracker may be biased, or the subject could have been
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slightly too close to the eye tracker itself. Early-trigger errors happen when the trigger
happened before the user’s gaze was in its targeted area. The user might have a very lowlevel lag that could delay them pressing the trigger before they were focused on the target.
Late-trigger errors occur when the user has moved on from their initial target to the next
target before they ever pressed the trigger. These usually occur when the user is
overwhelmed with multiple targets that are visible on the screen.
To be able to improve the accuracy of gaze-based pointing, an early trigger correction
(ETC) algorithm was applied for the sensor lag, which was able to smooth the latency and
peripheral vision effects. Unfortunately, when combined with the previous smoothing
algorithm, they increased the error rate. This was because smoothing itself “introduces a
latency that the early trigger would be correcting” [16], which therefore compromises both
the speed and accuracy of the task.
Another approach that could help with the accuracy of the eye-tracking system
would be to use Focus Points, which are “a grid pattern of dots overlaid on the magnified
view that contain[s] the targets.” “Using focus points provides a visual anchor for subjects
to focus their gaze on making it easier for them to click” their desired target with ease and
accuracy [16]. With the addition of these focus points, it did make the pointing easier and
provided a better experience for the user, but overall, it did not measurably improve the
accuracy of the raw gaze data.
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